Discriminative fear conditioning requires learning to dissociate between safety cues and cues that predict negative outcomes yet little is known about what processes contribute to discriminative fear learning. According to attentional models of time perception, processes that distract from timing result in temporal underestimation. If discriminative fear learning only requires learning what cues predict what outcomes, and threatening stimuli distract attention from timing, then better discriminative fear learning should predict greater temporal distortion on threat trials. Alternatively, if discriminative fear learning also reflects a more accurate perceptual experience of time in threatening contexts, discriminative fear learning scores would predict less temporal distortion on threat trials, as time is perceived more veridically. Healthy young adults completed discriminative fear conditioning in which they learned to associate one stimulus (CS+) with aversive electrical stimulation and another stimulus (CS−) with non-aversive tactile stimulation and then an ordinal-comparison timing task during which CSs were presented as task-irrelevant distractors. Consistent with predictions, we found an overall temporal underestimation bias on CS+ relative to CS− trials. Differential skin conductance responses to the CS+ versus the CS− during conditioning served as a physiological index of discriminative fear conditioning and this measure predicted the magnitude of the underestimation bias, such that individuals exhibiting greater discriminative fear conditioning showed less underestimation on CS+ versus CS− trials. These results are discussed with respect to the nature of discriminative fear learning and the relationship between temporal distortions and maladaptive threat processing in anxiety.
Introduction
You're trying to meet a grant deadline by the end of the day but feel confident that you will be able to submit in time. You then receive an email from your significant other saying he/she would like to speak with you about something important. Based on past experiences, you worry that this conversation will be unpleasant. Negative anticipation of this impending discussion may alter your perception of how much time remains to submit the grant, which might, in turn, have adverse consequences for completing the submission. As this example demonstrates, threatening circumstances can change our perceptions of the world around us, affecting not just our experience of a threatening event but also ongoing task relevant processes that may affect behavior and task performance (Allman et al., 2014; Brendel et al., 2014; Buhusi & Meck, 2005) .
Distortions in time perception are perceptual phenomena that have frequently been reported both anecdotally and empirically in response to threatening events. Threatening stimuli are typically overestimated in duration, such that they are perceived to last longer than their veridical duration or the duration of a neutral stimulus (e.g., Bar-Haim et al., 2010; Droit-Volet & Meck, 2007; Droit-Volet et al., 2010 ; this issue Eberhardt et al., 2016; Grommet et al., 2011; Meck, 1983; Tipples, 2011) . However, less empirical work has investigated how threatening stimuli affect time perception for task-relevant non-threatening stimuli. Non-human animal research has demonstrated that the anticipation of an aversive foot shock impairs the ability of rats to simultaneously time two temporal intervals (Meck & MacDonald, 2007) , suggesting that the anticipation of threat affects the ability to divide attention. In humans it has shown that when emotionally arousing pictures serve as distractors during a timing task, the duration of a neutral, task relevant stimulus is underestimated in duration (Lui et al., 2011) . This effect was also attributed to attention and is consistent with attentional models of time perception, which suggest that attentional resources are shared between timing and other cognitive processes, such that when attention is distracted, events are underestimated in duration (Buhusi & Meck, 2009; Matthews & Meck, in press ). Nevertheless, a recent investigation suggests that differences in complexity may explain distortions in temporal estimates for emotional versus non-emotional pictures (Folta-Schoofs et al., 2014) . Using fear conditioned stimuli, which are neutral stimuli that derive their emotionality from being paired with aversive unconditioned stimuli (US) and thus can be very simple stimuli, affords the opportunity to examine the effects of threatening distractors on time perception for task-relevant stimuli while avoiding potential perceptual confounds.
Fear learning is a critical ability that enables individuals to appropriately identify threat cues and anticipate aversive outcomes. Discriminative fear conditioning is a conditioning procedure wherein an individual learns to discriminate between two neutral conditioned stimuli, one (CS+) that is paired with an aversive unconditioned stimulus and another (CS−) that is not. This procedure has served as an important model for understanding how we learn to discriminate threat cues from neutral events in our environment. It has been implemented primarily to inform our understanding of anxiety disorders, with resulting evidence suggesting that individuals with anxiety experience deficits in discriminating between threatening and neutral stimuli (Craske et al., 2012; Gazendam et al., 2013; Lissek et al., 2005 Lissek et al., , 2009 Lissek et al., , 2014 . Such deficits are typically demonstrated using physiological measures of implicit learning, such as skin conductance responses (SCRs) and startle reflexes. Nevertheless, the cognitive processes underlying poor threat discrimination and the impact of such deficits on perception remains relatively unexplored.
If physiological measures of threat discrimination exclusively reflect learning cue predictability, that is, learning what stimulus predicts what outcome, and if threats distort time perception, then better discriminative fear learners might be expected to demonstrate exaggerated temporal biases for stimuli presented under learned threat conditions. However, dissociations have been suggested between cue predictability and temporal predictability, that is, when an outcome is expected to occur (Davies & Craske, 2015; Lake & LaBar, 2011) , and it has been suggested that temporal processing plays an important role in fear conditioning (Gallistel & Gibbon, 2000) . Thus, physiological measures of threat discrimination may reflect more than cue predictability, possibly also revealing differences in the veridicality of the perceptual experience of time under conditions of threat, with greater discriminative fear learners more attuned to the temporal relationships between stimuli. If such were the case, better discriminative fear learners might demonstrate less temporal distortion for stimuli presented under threatening conditions.
In this study, we used discriminative fear cues to examine how threat might affect time perception for task relevant neutral stimuli and how this effect might be modulated by individual differences in a physiological measure of threat discrimination. Participants first completed a modified discriminative fear conditioning procedure during which they learned to associate a threat cue with mild electrical stimulation and a neutral cue with non-aversive tactile stimulation. The difference between SCRs to the CS+ and the CS− was calculated as a physiological index of discriminative fear learning. After discriminative fear conditioning, participants completed an ordinal-comparison timing task during which they were instructed to determine whether the second of two tones was longer or shorter in duration than the first. The CS+ and CS− cues were presented between the two tones, with their respective aversive and non-aversive outcomes delivered after the second tone. We predicted that the second tone would be underestimated in duration when preceded by the CS+ versus the CS−, given that participants would be required to time the second tone within the context of an incidental, anticipatory threat cue that was expected to distract attention from timing processes.
Critically, we were interested in testing two competing hypotheses for how individual differences in threat discrimination might modulate temporal distortions in threatening versus neutral contexts. First, if greater physiological evidence of threat discrimination exclusively reflects better learning of cue predictability and if task irrelevant threats are hypothesized to distract attention from timing a task-relevant stimulus, then greater threat discrimination scores would be expected to positively predict the magnitude of temporal underestimation on CS+ versus CS− distractor trials. In other words, greater differences in SCRs to CS+ versus CS− would be associated with shorter temporal estimates for task relevant stimuli on CS+ versus CS− distractor trials. On the other hand, if greater threat discrimination scores reflect a more accurate perceptual experience of time under threatening conditions, then greater threat discrimination would be negatively associated with temporal underestimation. In other words, greater differences in SCRs to CS+ versus CS− would be associated with less underestimation of temporal estimates for task relevant stimuli on CS+ relative to CS− distractor trials.
Methods

Participants
Sixty-one healthy adults provided written informed consent and received monetary compensation ($10/h) or course credit for participation. We excluded 11 skin conductance non-responders (SCRs observed for ≤ 10% of trials during conditioning) and four additional participants for not demonstrating explicit knowledge of cue color/stimulation type pairings, given that such explicit knowledge is argued by some to be critical for successful trace conditioning (Weike et al., 2007) , wherein cues are separated from their respective outcomes by an empty interstimulus interval. The final sample consisted of 46 participants (23 females; 18-34 years old, mean age = 20.67; SD = 3.63). The study protocol was approved by the Duke Medical Center Institutional Review Board.
Stimulus Materials
Stimuli were delivered using Presentation Software (Neurobehavioral Systems, Albany, CA). Tones (400 Hz sine waveforms with 3 ms linearly ramped rise/fall times) were delivered dichotically using BOSE QuietComfort ® 15 Acoustic Noise Cancelling ® headphones. Blue and green squares (3" × 3") signaled threat and neutral trials. All participants completed the trait anxiety scale of the Spielberger State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (Spielberger, 1983) .
For each participant, an ascending staircase procedure was used to calibrate the 15-ms aversive shock, delivered to the flexor surface of the dominant wrist, to a level considered "annoying but not painful". The 15-ms non-aversive tactile stimulus (pictured in Fig. 1 ), a TSP190 Haptic Stimulation Transducer, was delivered to the extensor surface of the dominant wrist. The device deploys a metal plunger that mechanically stimulates a 1.5 mm diameter surface area of skin and was calibrated to minimize plunger force while ensuring reliable perception. Reinforcer delivery and SCRs were measured using a MP-150 BIOPAC system (Goleta, CA).
Conditioning Task and Procedure
Participants were pseudo-randomly presented with 10 blue and 10 green squares (3000 ms in duration) (Fig. 1A) . One square color was paired with the shock US at a 50% rate. The other square color was paired with the non-aversive tactile stimulation at a 50% rate. All other square presentations were not paired with stimulation. A partial reinforcement schedule was implemented because this procedure has been shown to be more resistant to habituation of orienting responses to CSs than continuous reinforcement (Kaye & Pearce, 1984) . Partial reinforcement also allowed us to deconfound the effects of threat anticipation from the effects of US delivery on timing performance in the timing task, as we only looked at timing performance on trials that were not followed by reinforcement. Stimulation was delivered pseudo-randomly 700-1500 ms after the offset of the blue/green square (to approximate the interstimulus intervals in the subsequent timing task). Cue color/ stimulation type pairings were counterbalanced between subjects. A 9-12 s jittered fixation period Green and blue squares were followed by either aversive electrical stimulation (US) or neutral tactile stimulation (TS) on 50% of trials after a variable 700-1500 ms trace interval. Participants were instructed to indicate via key press whether they expected the US, TS, or were unsure as soon as a square was presented. (B) Timing Task: A 400-ms standard tone was presented, followed by one of the two colored squares from the conditioning phase, and then a test tone of varying duration. Stimulation (US or TS) was delivered at the offset of the second tone on 50% of trials. A response screen asked participants to indicate whether the test tone was 'longer' or shorter' in duration than the standard tone. This figure is published in color in the online version.
followed each trial. Typical discriminatory conditioning paradigms pair one stimulus (CS+) with an aversive event, while another stimulus (CS−) remains unpaired. In the current study, we paired the CS− with a non-aversive outcome at the same rate as the CS+ was paired with an aversive outcome. This procedural decision was made to control for general anticipatory effects, in order to more specifically capture threat-related effects, as well as to increase discrimination difficulty between threat and neutral trials. Trace conditioning, in general, is thought to require timing processes for anticipating the US more so than delay conditioning, wherein the offset of the CS and onset of the US are contiguous (Knight et al., 2004) . The increased timing demands evoked by the use of trace conditioning with a variable ISI were important for eliciting sufficient variability to use the difference in SCRs to the CS+ and CS− as an individual difference measure. Varying the CS-US interval allowed us to further increase timing demands, which we believed were likely to contribute to individual differences in discriminative fear learning.
To increase attention to cue color/stimulation type contingencies, participants were instructed to indicate, as quickly as possible upon the presentation of a colored square, if they expected to receive the aversive US, the non-aversive tactile stimulation, or were unsure. Participants were informed that the cue color/stimulation type pairing would not change during the experiment. After conditioning, participants rated how the reinforcers made them feel on nine-point Likert scales of arousal (1 = completely unaroused, 9 = completely aroused) and valence (1 = completely unhappy, 9 = completely happy).
Timing Task and Procedure
After the conditioning phase, participants completed an ordinal-comparison timing task (Fig. 1B -see Lake et al., 2014) . After an intertrial interval of 3000 ms, each trial began with a standard tone (400 ms). The CS+ or CS− (blue/green square) was presented 400-600 ms after the standard tone offset for 3000 ms. Test tones (200, 300, 400, 500 or 600 ms) were presented 400-600 ms after cue offset. Reinforcement was delivered for each CS type (CS+, CS−) at test tone offset on 50% of trials. After a variable wait period (1500-1700 ms after test tone offset), a response screen prompted participants to judge whether the test tone was 'longer' or 'shorter' in duration than the standard. The response screen was displayed for 3000 ms. Participants completed four practice trials without stimulation to ensure they understood the task. A total of 80 CS+ and 80 CS− trials were presented. For both trial types, each test tone duration was presented 16 times. The task was divided into four equal runs. After the timing task, participants were again asked to rate the aversive US and non-aversive tactile stimulation on nine-point Likert scales of arousal and valence.
Timing Performance Analysis
The proportion of 'long' responses given for each test tone duration and CS trial type combination was calculated for each participant. Point of subjective equality scores (PSEs), collected as a measure of temporal bias, and Weber fraction (WF) values, collected as a measure of temporal precision, were calculated from these raw scores using a maximum likelihood function to fit logistic functions to individual participant data. Only trials unpaired with stimulation were included in analyses to remove the potential confound of stimulation delivery on perception or decision-making. Underestimation is reflected by PSE scores > 400 ms, and overestimation is reflected by PSE scores < 400 ms, where 400 ms is the point of objective equality (equal to the actual duration of the first tone). Paired t-tests were conducted to compare PSE and Weber fraction values on threat versus neutral trials.
Skin Conductance Responses (SCRs) Analyses
SCRs were recorded from the hypothenar eminence of the non-dominant hand. SCRs were calculated with the Autonomate analysis program (Green et al., 2014) in MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA) using the criteria reported by Dunsmoor et al. (2009) . SCRs were considered responses and their peak amplitude was recorded if the trough-to-peak occurred 1-4 s after stimulus onset, the response lasted 0.5-5.0 s, and the peak amplitude was >0.02 microSiemens. SCRs that did not meet these criteria were scored as zeros. SCRs were manually verified by a trained scorer. SCRs were rangecorrected separately for conditioning and timing phases by dividing responses by the largest recorded SCR in that phase per subject (Lykken & Venables, 1971) . Discriminative fear learning scores were calculated as the difference between peak amplitude SCRs to CS+ and CS− trials during the conditioning phase, with larger differences reflecting physiological evidence of greater discrimination abilities. Paired t-tests were conducted on peak amplitude SCRs in response to CS+s and CS−s during the conditioning phase and testing phase as evidence of overall discrimination fear learning across participants.
Correlation and Regression Analyses
A correlation between threat discrimination scores and PSE differences between CS+ and CS− trials was conducted as an a priori planned comparison. Given that anxiety has previously been shown to modulate threat-related temporal distortions and given recent evidence that gender may differentially influence emotion-driven temporal distortions (this issue, Schirmer et al., 2016) , we conducted an additional exploratory stepwise regression with PSE differences scores as the dependent variable and threat discrimination scores, trait anxiety, and gender as independent variables to assess whether PSE differences between CS+ and CS− trials could be better explained by including these other independent variables in our model.
One potential confound in this design is the amount of SCR recovery after threat trials, which may have indirectly affected SCRs on subsequent neutral trials. To rule out the contribution of this potential confound, we first calculated average SCRs for neutral trials that were preceded by neutral trials and for neutral trials that were preceded by threat trials. We then calculated the difference between these averages and used this variable along with trait anxiety and gender as independent variables in an exploratory multiple regression analysis predicting discriminative fear learning scores. If this trial sequence measure predicted threat discrimination scores, it would suggest that individual differences in recovery from threat trials affected threat discrimination scores.
Results
Subjective Ratings of the Reinforcers
Participants indicated that they were more aroused and less happy after receiving the aversive shock relative to the non-aversive tactile stimulation, for both the conditioning and timing task phases (all ps < 0.001; Table 1 ). There were no significant differences in ratings between the two phases, except that participants indicated they were less happy after receiving the shocks during the timing task phase relative to the earlier conditioning phase, t(45) = 2.54, p = 0.015, Hedge's g av = 0.37.
Skin Conductance Responses
Average range-corrected CS+ and CS− SCRs for the conditioning and timing task phases are shown in Fig. 2 . SCRs were significantly larger in response to CS+s versus CS−s during conditioning, t(45) = 5.804, p < 0.001, Hedge's g av = 0.80, indicating discriminative fear learning in the overall sample. The difference between CS+ and CS− SCRs remained significant during the timing task, t(45) = 3.705, p = 0.001, Hedge's g av = 0.68.
Timing Task Performance: Planned Comparisons
Average response functions for CS+ and CS− trials are presented in Fig. 3 and average PSE and WF scores are reported in Table 2 . CS+ PSE scores were significantly higher than CS− PSE scores, t(45) = −2.192, p = 0.034, Hedge's g av = 0.38, indicating, as predicted, that the second tone was underestimated in duration when preceded by the CS+ versus the CS−. There was no difference in WF values between CS+ versus CS− trials, and thus temporal precision was not altered by CS type. However, more than one-third of participants had average WF values < 0.02, suggesting there may not have been enough variability in WF values to capture differences across conditions. The planned correlation between PSE difference scores and threat discrimination scores (SCRs for CS+ versus CS− trials) was significant, r = −0.313, p = 0.034 (Fig. 4) , demonstrating that as threat discrimination scores increased, the temporal underestimation bias on CS+ versus CS− trials was reduced.
Exploratory Analyses
Threat discrimination scores, gender, and trait anxiety were used in a stepwise regression analysis to predict PSE difference scores to determine if the correlation between threat discrimination scores and PSE differences may have been driven or partially explained by other independent variables. The resulting prediction model only contained threat discrimination scores, suggesting that gender and trait anxiety could not significantly explain variance in PSE difference scores and confirming the results of our planned correlation between threat discrimination scores and PSE difference scores. We also ran a multiple regression analysis with discriminative fear learning scores as the dependent measure and trait anxiety, gender, and the difference between average SCRs on neutral trials preceded by threat versus neutral trials as independent variables. This model did not significantly predict discriminative fear learning scores, F(3,42) = 0.834, p = 0.483, R2 < 0.056. None of the independent variables significantly predicted discriminative fear learning scores (trial sequence SCR difference, p = 0.12; trait anxiety, p = 0.91; gender, p = 0.71). Most importantly, this result suggests that individual differences in threat discrimination scores were not driven by individual differences in SCR recovery as a trial sequence effect (i.e., comparing CS− trials preceded by CS+ versus CS− trials). 
Discussion
As predicted, we found that learned threat cues resulted in temporal underestimation for task-relevant stimuli. This finding is consistent with the available literature on emotional distractor effects on task-relevant processing (this issue Halbertsma & van Rijn, 2016; Lui et al., 2011) and attentional models of time perception (Buhusi & Meck, 2009; Lake & Meck, 2013; Zakay, 1989) , which suggest that attentional resources for timing must be shared with other cognitive processes, such that attentional distraction from timing results in temporal underestimation. This underestimation bias suggests that threat modulates the perception of task-relevant stimuli, which could have important consequences for task performance.
We also demonstrated that the magnitude of this temporal underestimation effect was correlated with discriminative fear learning scores, such that better discrimination of threat versus neutral cues was associated with a reduction in the underestimation bias. This novel finding is in line with the idea that threat discrimination scores do not solely reflect cue predictability, but may also reflect a more accurate perceptual experience of time under threatening conditions, which may have enhanced the learning of stimulus relationships during discriminative fear learning, reflected in greater threat discrimination scores, and reduced biases in time perception on threat trials for individuals with higher threat discrimination scores. This resiliency to threat-related time distortions may be an adaptive consequence of fear learning. For example, a more accurate estimate of the duration of a stimulus presented during the anticipation of an aversive outcome may allow greater accuracy in predicting when that outcome will occur.
These findings suggest that future research is warranted to better understand what processes may contribute to individual differences in discriminative fear learning and how such differences might affect perception. We suggest that the resilience to threat-related time distortions in better discriminative fear learners may support the role of temporal processing in fear conditioning, as it establishes a relationship between better discriminative fear learning and more veridical temporal estimates. Better discriminative fear learning, particularly in the context of a varying CS-US interval as was used in the current study, may reflect the ability to adaptively incorporate knowledge of the distribution of interstimulus interval durations to better learn the relationship between CS and US. Such an interpretation is consistent with Bayesian approaches to understanding time perception, which have suggested that individuals can incorporate sensory information and previously experienced durations into a learned distribution of temporal intervals in order to minimize the effects of noisy sensory input and enhance the precision of duration estimates within a given context (Gu et al., 2015; Shi et al., 2013) , particularly when doing so would provide a functional advantage (Cicchini et al., 2012) .
It is important to note that while threat discrimination scores varied across participants, all the participants included in our analyses reported explicit knowledge of the relationship between the cues and their respective outcomes. This fact further supports our assertion that individual differences in threat discrimination scores may reflect more than explicit cue predictability. The relationship between contingency awareness and physiological conditioning has long been a topic for debate within the conditioning literature (e.g., Lovibund & Shanks, 2002; Manns et al., 2002; Shanks & Lovibund, 2002; Wiens & Öhman, 2002) , largely centered on whether physiological conditioning can occur in the absence of awareness (Sevenster et al., 2014) . Typical human fear conditioning paradigms have used a fixed CS-US interval duration. Our conditioning procedure differed from these procedures in that we used a variable interstimulus interval between the CS and US, which may have made learning temporal relationships a more important part of discriminative learning and contributed to the difference between explicit and implicit measures of discriminative fear learning in this study. Our physiological measure of discriminative fear learning may thus have been a more nuanced measure of learning than reports of contingency awareness. Given that threat cues outside of a laboratory context are less fixed in their temporal predictive power than typical conditioning procedures, we believe our procedure may provide a more ecologically valid measure of threat discrimination. Our findings suggest that further research using ecologically valid CS and US relationships is warranted to better understand the nature of threat discrimination, particularly acknowledging that our current conclusions are based on a correlational rather than causal relationship.
Although we did not observe a relationship between trait anxiety and discriminative fear learning scores in our healthy participant sample, our findings have potential implications for studying genetic and non-genetic factors contributing to anxiety disorders (Bartholomew et al., 2015) . Individuals suffering from anxiety reliably show impairments in the discrimination of threat from non-threatening cues (e.g., Craske et al., 2012; Gazendam et al., 2013; Lissek et al., 2005 Lissek et al., , 2009 Lissek et al., , 2014 . At the same time, studies of time perception have demonstrated exacerbated temporal biases under threatening conditions for individuals with anxiety and phobias (e.g., Bar-Haim et al., 2010; Buetti & Lleras, 2012; Jusyte et al., 2015; Tipples, 2011; Watts & Sharrock, 1984) . The novel relationship we observed between threat discrimination abilities and biases in time perception suggests that these previous findings in the clinical anxiety literature could be linked mechanistically. The intolerance of uncertainty has been associated with greater worry, which is a key component of generalized anxiety disorder (e.g., Dugas et al., 1998 Dugas et al., , 2001 Ladouceur et al., 1997 Ladouceur et al., , 1999 . Temporal unpredictability is also known to increase anxious responding in individuals suffering from panic disorder and post-traumatic stress disorder (e.g., Grillon et al., 2008 Grillon et al., , 2009 Simmons et al., 2013) . If individuals with anxiety are less able to use temporal information in threatening contexts, they might demonstrate impairments in the ability to learn the relationship between cues predictive of threat and aversive outcomes, such that aversive outcomes are perceived as more unpredictable, which, in turn, might further enhance feelings of anxiety and worry. In the current study, the relationship between threat learning and temporal distortions that we observed in healthy subjects was correlational in nature. Further investigation is necessary to more directly test the possibility that psychopathological deficits, such as overgeneralization of conditioned fear or heightened anticipatory anxiety, may be mediated by inaccuracies in timing and time perception under surprising and/or threatening circumstances (e.g., Allman & Meck, 2012; Lake & LaBar, 2011; Meck, 2006) .
